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Innovator Adam Badawy will be showcasing his electronic charger  
invention that has already taken national retailers by storm at the  

Consumer Electronics Show CES in Vegas in 2018. 


Adam Badawy has done what most budding entrepreneurs only 
dream of. Taking a concept from design, through prototyping to 
manufacturing and setting up top quality production in one year. 


His invention is a uniquely shaped : 

12-in-1 Charging Device with 9 USB ports  

and a Surge Protector and Nightlight. 


Adam quickly launched a successful crowdsourcing campaign on 
Kickstarter that surpassed goals for seed capital in less than 40 
days.  AMAZON Launchpad was the first to recruit the unique 
charging device named, CHARLIE.  With AMAZON taking CHARLIE 
under their own wings and marketing it directly in their exclusive 
platform just for new innovative products, other retailers immediately 
took notice. Adam even received a phone call from producers at 
SHARK TANK to audition, but by then he was already on his way 
independently without the help of any investor! 


Seizing on the excitement of CHARLIE, Adam was able to single-handedly set up accounts 
with major national retailers such as Bed, Bath & Beyond, The Sharper Image, and most 
recently he debuted on HSN TV Channel. Adam has proven the entrepreneurial spirit can 
penetrate even the most difficult challenges of scaling production and entering mass retail 
without an investor, major capital or debt. Adam embodies that spirit and will be showcasing 
CHARLIE at the Consumer Electronics Show January 9-12, 2018 in Las Vegas. 


ABOUT: Adam Badawy is CEO/Founder of POSH TECH, LLC. He is a serial entrepreneur and 
inventor. His experience spans 40 years of building, launching, marketing and selling 
businesses. His book, “Mr. & Mrs. Entrepreneur” is due for release on April 1, 2018. He is also 
a passionate public speaker that enjoys mentoring young entrepreneurs. 
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Inventor, Adam Badawy with 

12-in-1 charger CHARLIE


